Abstract-Disruption-Tolerant networks (DTNs) differ from other types of networks in that capacity is exclusively created by the movements of participants. This implies that understanding and influencing the participants' motions can have a significant impact on network performance. In this paper, we introduce the routing protocol MV, which learns structure in the movement patterns of network participants and uses it to enable informed message passing. We also propose the introduction of autonomous agents as additional participants in DTNs. These agents adapt their movements in response to variations in network capacity and demand. We use multi-objective control methods from robotics to generate motions capable of optimizing multiple network performance metrics simultaneously. We present experimental evidence that these strategies, individually and in conjunction, result In significant performance improvements in DTNs.
Fig. 1.
of participants' movement pattztns.
Clasihcatron of routing methods for DTNs based on characterisms
the network (see Figure 1) . In this context, structure refers to periodic pattems in peers' movements that can be exploited to estimate the probability of delivery for a specific message and peer.
For purposes of illustration, we relate this classification of participant's motion and associated routing protocols to everyday experience. The lower-left of the classification shown in Figure 1 corresponds to hitchhikers being picked up by randomly moving cars. In this scenario, cars move without periodicity and do not adapt to the route of the hitchhiker. The lower-right of the figure corresponds to public transport wirh fixed schedules. Independently operating taxicabs that pick up passengers in the street are represented in the top-left of the diagram. Finally, FedEx trucks are situated in the topright corner. Here, packages are transported, rather than people. FedEx trucks travel on structured daily routes, but only stop for scheduled pickups and deliveries, i.e., their route is adjusted in response to demand.
From this description it is clear that performance metrics, such as bandwidth and latency. can be expected to improve toward the top-right of the diagram. To achieve these performance improvements, an increased amount of coordination among the network participants is required. Such coordination can exploit structure present in participant's motion patters to improve the efficiency of routing. A coordination of network participants that adapts the motion to the network's demands enables a better usage of the participants' capacity and thus can lead to increased bandwidth and reduced latency. The contribution of this paper lies in algorithms that take advantage of these insights to improve the performance of disruption-tolerant networks.
We present a routing protocol for forwarding of messages from a mobile source to a stationary destination that exploits movement structure by learning the motion patterns of the peers. It maintains information about meetings between participants and their visits to locations (hence the name M V ) and uses this information for routing and buffer allocation. MI/ buiIds on our previous work [6] , which kept track only of meetings between peers. We compare our work to a first-in-first-out straiegy for managing the buffer allocated for carrying the messages of others. Our simulations show that MV performs significantly better, reaching 84% of maximum possible delivery rate, versus 64% for a first-in-first-out buffer management. This advantage is maintained as the offered load in the syslem and the number of peers increases.
To address the incongruence between the movement of network participants and uaEic flow that may arise when movement pattern of participants do not match bandwidth requirements, we propose the introduction of autonomous agents as participants into the network. These agents can be groundbased or airborne mobile robots (see Figure 2) . We propose methods for adapting the motion of such agents to bandwidth and latency requirements of a network. While the problem of choosing optimal motions for autonomous agents in this context is shown to be NP complete, we propose techniques from robotic control that are able to obtain high-quality approximations to the optimal solution. We found experimentally that the addition of agents can improve delivery rate hy and latency merrics by up to 50%.
I r . . RELATED WQRK
Since ihis work is a synthesis of ideas from networking and robotic control. i t has related work in both areas.
A. Networking
DTN forwarding has been studied by a growing number of researchers. As we stated in the introduction, we can taxonomize previous work based on their assumptions about the inherent structure of the network and their adaptiveness to the demand in the network.
Ours is the only work that explores the adaptation of peer movements to meet communication needs of the network. We propose the use of robotic peers to improvement performance.
All other work can be distinguished by the degree to which peer movements are fixed and well-known. At one end of the spectrum, Zhao, et al. [24] , [25] [151, [l81, [9] , with each paper showing a different analysis of the problem.
Also relevant to this paper is work by Jain et al 1111, who showed that networks that have a large number of connection opportunities require less inteIligent forwarding algorithms. As resources become scarce, more information about the network is required for better performance.
There are other challenges within the subject of DTNs. For example, an information retrieval service can be a vital service in a DTN used by disaster management workers. In our previous work, we proposed a method of dividing up a database such that any small random subset of peers can answer queries with high accuracy even though each peer carries only a small fraction of the full database [IO] . In our method, no routing is required, yet it is robust despite the movement of peers, who may change groups at any time.
Finally, rumor routing [l] is a related approach to networking in sensor networks that avoids the costs of doing flood routing.
In rumor routing each peer passes a message on to each of its neighbors with a probability p. In this way a message is probabilistically insured to travel from source to destination without an explicit route. Rumor routing is focused on networks with stationary peers, but the spread of messages through the network is very similar to that achieved by DTN routing.
B. Md~i-Objectiw Control
The control method we propose for autonomous agents as participants in a DTN is derived multi-objective control in robotics [311 [13] . In general, the goal of multi-objective control is to coordinate a collection of controllers with individual goals LO achieve a desired global behavior. Oftentimes it is easier to specify individual controllers that obtain local, atomic $oak which are pieces of a larger behavior than it is to specify the complex, high-level behavior directly. The job of the multiobiective controller is to find a coordinated composition of these individual controllers such that the globally desired behavior (in our case the improvement of the DTN) is obtained.
Numerous algorithms for multi-objective control have been proposed, here we discuss those which are directly related to our proposed controller.
In the subsumption architecture [21 each individual controller is a finite state machine with inputs and outputs that may be connected to other controllers or real world sensorslactuators.
These controllers are ordered into a layered hierarchy. Multiobjective control and coordination is achieved by having higher controllers modify the inputs or inhibit the operation of lowerlevel controllers.
The notion of nullspace from linear algebra I141 has also been used to construct multi-objective controllers [3], [13] .
[20], [ Figure 1 . MV is situated in the bottom-right of the diagram -it attempts to learn the periodic connections between peers in the system bur does not adapt to demand.
A. Assumption5
that MV supports.
We make three major assumptions about the type of network Peers have an injnite bufler for the messages t h e originate, and only a bilfler of constant size for the messages of others. This is the most realistic assumption regarding buffers, as people add sufficient storage for their own needs, but generally limit how much they donate to others. U%en peers have an opportunity far transfel; they do so with II fully reliable, infinite bandwidth link layet;
We are trying to isolate and evaluate routing algorithms independent of the limits of the data link layer. Transfer opportunities are limited by meeting duration and bandwidth. However. in the experiments reported in Section V. we found that the meeting time of peers is sufficiently long to make this a realistic assumption given our buffer size parameters. 
Messages are delivered

C. Probabilif?, of De1iwt-j
We first derive Pt(i). the probability that passing a message to some peer k will result in the message being delivered with no more transfers (except the final delivery). In this case, the probability the message will be delivered is precisely the peer's probability of visiting the destination region. We assume that the probability of visiting a region in the future is strongly correlated with the peer's history of visiting a region.
Accordingly. for each peer k, we have a vector P t with one entry for each region. Each entry i of @ ( i ) is based on the recorded movement of the peer during the last 1 ronnds, where a round is a fixed length of time (e.g., 1 hour or 1 day, depending on the movement speed of a typical peer):
$ is the number of rounds peer k visited region cell i during the previous 1 rounds. ( This average is likely too simple for many contexts and movement patters; clearly, it could be substituted for a more sophisticated statistic, including an exponentially weighted moving average or Markovian process.) Second, we assume messages can be forwarded to at most one other peer before being delivered to the destination. Both the current peer k and the intermediate peer j have a copy of the message and either (or both) can delivery it.
Let P . ( i) be the probability of successfully delivering a message to region i starting with peer k with the help of at most one inlermediate peer. This is given by:
(1)
where N is number of peers in the system and m j k represents the probability of peer k and peer j visiting the same region simultaneously. As with the movement probability, we define meeting probability based on meetings during the last t rounds: n z j k = &/t where tj,k is the number of times peers j and k are in the same region. Note, najj = 1. Thus, Eq. 1 represents the probability that neither peer k nor any other peer k visits &e destination directly. Finally, we assume that messages can be forwarded to no more than n other peers: Unfortunately, l5q. 2 does not scale with the number of hops or peers in the system. To calculate the probability. the meeting maps of all other peers must be known. Fortunately, we found in our evduations that Pf(z) is a close enough approximation to P;(i) to serve.
IV.. AUTONOMOUS AGENTS IN DTNS
In this section, we describe how autonomous agents can be deployed in disruption-tolerant networks to increase network performance. This is accomplished by adapting the agents' motion to the demand in the network (Figure 1) . We fust show that determining optimal motions for agents is NPhard, providing the justification for the approximation approach presented here. Then. we define methods to optimize particular network meuics. Subsequently, we define a multi-objective controller that coordinates the individual methods.
A. Cutnple.uit). of Scheduling Agenl Movement
The problem of determining optimal motions for agents in a DTN can be stated as a reduced form of the dial-aride problem 1191, which consists of dispatching a vehicle to service a request for an item to be uansfered from one location to another, That problem is a generalization of the traveling salesman problem [51, and is known to be NP-hard. A problem related to ours has been shown to be NP hard by Zhao 
The reduction of some instance of the dial-a-ride problem to servicing a DTN is as follows. First, note that the graph representing the physicaI/geographical environment of a DTN is the same as in an instance of the dial-a-ride problem. We assume that at each peer in the graph there is a participant in the network, that each participant is far enough away from any other participant that no point-to-point communication is possible. and that each participant in the network is static.
Every request made to the dial-a-ride system for transport from a location A to a location B is exactly a message in the DTN sent from a peer statically located at location A to a peer statically located at location B. Since all of the participants in the network are static and incapable of communicating, the transport of the message from A to B must be accomplished by the agent. By optimizing the routing of messages by the agent we also obtain an optimal solution to the dial-a-ride problem.
Since the did-a-ride problem i s NP-hard and reducible to the problem of routing agents to assist D71v routing. the routing of agents must be NP-hard as well.
B. Pqfortnance Merrics
improve a variety of network performance metrics.
Our aim in deploying autonomous agents in a DTN is to Bandwidtli: The total number of messages which are currently active in the network. Unique Bandwidth: The total number of unique messages which are currently active in the network (multiple copies of a message may exist in the network).
Message Latency The average amount of time it takes for a message to he delivered. Peer Lafency: The average time since each peer was last visited by an agent. Since our perception of the network is maintained in a distributed manner, it is important that ali of the participants in the network be visited intermittently. Further it insures that no peer starves, unable to send messages.
Each metric provides a specific optimization for the network.
The total bandwidth metric measures use of the network; maximizing it ensures that every possible space available for the transport of a message is in use. The unique bandwidth metric measures the usefulness of the bandwidth usage, maximizing it ensures that messages not already in transit are more likely to be selected. Minimizing the message latency metric prioritizes peers which are sending or receiving messages. Minimizing the peer latency metric attempts to prevent starvation of peers whether they are sending or receiving messages.
C. Mownent Conlrollers for Performance Metric3
For each metric. we present a method of determining motion to optimize this single metric. We refer to the algorithm that generates the agent's motion as a controller. The bandwidth controller directs the agent to act so as to maximize bandwidth. The latency controller acts to minimize latency, and so forth. 
D. Mirlli-Objective Control
Ideally, each metric could be optimized independently, but in practice the meuics are dependent. In traditional wired networks, a balance between various performance metrics is achieved through the specification of fixed network parameters by a network administrator. In the case of agent-augmented DTN routing, the network's performance must instead be optimized via the use of controllers. To optimize multiple metrics (or objectives) simultaneously, several of the controllers introduced in Section C have to be combined. The task of composing the controllers to achieve the mix of network performance desired by the network administrator can be accomplished with the use of multi-objective control algorithms 1201, which we call the subordinafe controller, one chooses among those n choices a motion that performs best with respect to the second metric. We say that 4 2 is optimized in the nullspace of $1. This permits an implicit ordering of meuics and corresponding controllers, in which the action taken by a subordinale controller never affects the performance of a superior one. The notion of nullspace together with an ordering provides a principled framework for the composition of the controllers introduced in Section C.
Motivated by the application of this framework to DTNs, we define the performance of controllers with respect to a threshold. This means, for example, that any motion of an agent achieving a specified minimum bandwidth requirement is said to perform equally well with respect to this metric. Such a definition of performance permits nullspaces of sufficient size to optimize multiple objectives. 
Using multi-objective control, #i is optimized in the nullspace
The ordering was chosen based on the observation that the nullspace of equal bandwidths is significantly larger than the nullspace for unique bandwidth, and so fonh down the ordering. This means that the ordering offers more flexibility €or controllers with lower priority.
It is important to note that the above ordering is not the only appropriate one, future work may be warranted to explore the effects of different orderings either specified by administrators or learned automatically. Likewise, the choice of thresholds in the definition of nullspace is up to the end user. A network administrator can manipulate the performance of their network to suit its demands, of (I$.
Subsimption
The subsumption approach to multi-objective control [21 of the DTN agents differs from the nullspace approach. We still use the four controllers described in Section E, prioritized as described in Section D.2. The difference is in how the controllers dominate one another. Whereas in the nullspace approach subordinate controllers optimized the motion of an agent in the nullspace of superior controllers, in the subsumption approach the conuoller with the highest priority exclusively determines the motion of the agent until its performance threshold is achieved. Only when all superior controllers achieve their performance metric, do subordinate controllers get a chance to optimize their performance. In h e subsumption approach, the output of dominant controllers completely sirbsrrnics the output of the subordinate controllers.
E. Distrib~rted Nemork State Maintenance
The controllers described in Section C use the state of the network to guide their behavior. Id a real network, this global information is unavailable. Each peer in the network has perfect information about its own state, but must estimate the network's overall state. We accomplish this by constructing an approximate distributed model of the network through an additional exchange of information during each encounter between agents.
The approximate global model of the network maintained by each agent contains all of the information (bandwidth, latency, etc.) required by the agent's controllers. Each agent maintains information about every participant in the network, This information is tagged with the time at which the information was obtained. When two peers in the network meet, in addition to exchanging data traveling on the network, they exchange information about the state of the network. First they exchange the perfect information about their own state. Next, for every other peer in the network, they compare the timestamps of the data they are maintaining. The data from whichever peer has a more recent time stamp is propagated to the peer with older information.
v.. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In Figure 1 we classified routing algorithms for DTN according to the degree to which they exploit structure in the motion of network participants and according to the degree to which the participants adapt their movements to the network demand. We now present experimental evidence that MV is capable of exploiting the structure in the motion of network participants to improve performance (Section B). When M V is employed in conjunction with autonomous agents, further performance improvements can be observed (Section C.2).
A. Methudolagv
To evaluate the proposed routing algorithm MV and the effect of introducing autoflomous agents into a DTN, we ran a series of ns2 C161 simulations. We are interested in several metrics of the algorithm: message delivery rate. latency, and duplication of delivered messages at the destination. These metrics are measured over the offered load and the number of peers in the network. The success of DTN forwarding algorithms is wholly tied to the movement pattern of peers. Traditionally, researchers have used the random waypoint model in lieu of empirical models. Such a movement model cannot be used for our evaluation of DTNs: if peers move randomly, then no peer is any better at delivering a message than any other. A successful routing algorithm exploits structured, distinguishable movements.
We believe movements o f humans and vehicles (e.g., buses and planes) are structured. To generate movements which MV could exploit, peers move periodically between three geographic locations. Each peer has a home location and two remote Iocations. Peers move among the three points, with the home location being chosen 50% of the time, and the remote paints visited 25% each. Peers move at a uniform speed of 30mlsec (similar to automobiles) in a world that is 2000m-by-2000m. Moving peer's radios reached 250m. As a result, most meetings are sufficiently long in duration to transmit all available data (empirically, we found that 95% of meetings were longer than 10 seconds) and we assumed all were sufficient. There are also 25 stationary sinks in a 5-by-5 grid. The sinks hplicates received at destinations versuc offered load. (normalized have no storage, do not generate messages, existing solely to accept messages sent to them. Peers generate messages with uniform inter-arrival times according to a specified mean. varied in the experiments. Buffers at peers are stated in terms of the number of messages they could store. We used a buffer size of 20 messages, each peer also had an unlimited buffer for storing messages it was sending. Each point on the graph represents 10 simulations with 10 different random seeds. Enor bars show standard deviation. which is small io all cases. All simulations ran for 1000 seconds; MV is not given time to warm up.
E . MV : Exploiting Movement Slnicture
In this first set of experiments, we evaluate the performance gains introduced through exploitation of structure in the participants' movement by MV , We compare the performance of MV against three other algorithms. First. no bufleer, where peers can only deliver messages by visiting the destination directly. This shows a lower bound on the connectivity of the network. As an upper bound on connectivity. we use unlimited buffers with flooding; if a route ever exists during the simulation, then the message is delivered. The final comparison i s with a firstin-first-out (fifo) buffer control strategy: peers take previously unseen messages and when necessary push out the oldest messages in their buffer to make space. Previous work [6] found that delivering messages based on peer meeting probability alone (not considering peer location) is not significantly betta than fifo. Therefore, this algorithm is not tested. Figure 3 shows the effect of offered load on packet delivery rates for various algorithms. MV can deliver at 837u of the maximum achievable delivery rate; fifo can deliver 69%. As the offered load increased from an average of 0.1 messagedsecond to 0.8 messageslsecond, MV maintains a significant advantage. MV falls to 56% of the achievable delivery rate, while fifo falls farther to 40%. the algorithms. That MV has higher latency is to be expected since it is delivering messages which other algorithms fail to deliver. The average distance traveled by a delivered message is lengthened. None of the other algorithms approach the latency the shortest possible path which is obtained by the unlimited buffer flooding algorithm.
In Figure 5 , we see the cost of unlimited buffer: duplicate copies of messages are delivered ar the destination. While MV delivers more duplicates on average than fifo, this is offset by the better delivery rate. This indicates that the buffers could be used more efficiently by a more sophisticated version of MV.
We evaluate the effect of the number of peers moving in the system on performance. As we add peers, each peer adds load by souring more messages, but provides message carrying capacity. Since this is a peer-to-peer system, it is important that the network improve in performance as peers are added. In fact, we see in Figure 6 that in terms of delivery rate this is the case for MV. but not fifo. More extensive simulations are needed before we can say conclusively that MV is stable, but the results are encouraging. Figure 7 shows that MV does not scale well in terms of the number of duplicates delivered as the number of peers in the system increases. This tradeoff appears worth the higher delivery rate. We can see from the figure that MV is using its buffer more efficiently than the flooding strategy.
C, Adapting rhe Movement of Agents lo Network Demand
In this section, we provide experimental evidence that the introduction of autonomous agents improves network performance in DTNs.
Comparing Subsumption and Nullspace
To determine the appropriate multi-objective controller to use for autonomous agents in a DTN, we compared the performance of the two algorithms proposed in Section D by simulation. For each controller ten experiments were run with a moderate amount of random network traffic. The averaged results are shown in Figure 8 .
The nullspace approach outperforms subsumption when resources (the number of agents) are limited. As the number of agents increases, resources for delivering messages become abundant, and both control algorithms converge on the same upper limit on accuracy. This indicates that the nullspace approach is using limited resources more effectively. When there are more than enough resources to provide effective message transport, the choice of control algorithm does not matter. Howcver, when resources are limited (and thus their allocation more important) the nullspace approach balances the needs of the network while providing improvements in the most important metric. the percentage of messages delivered, For all subsequent experiments we choose nullspace-based multi-objective control for the autonomous agents. We describe haw the introduction of agenis affects networks performance.
DTN Peflorrnance with Agents
We first explore the performance of agent-based DTN routing under increasing bandwidth loads. For this experiment. a11 of the traffic in the DTN is carried by the agents in the network. The number of agents and the level of traffic is varied. From these experiments we validate the agents ability to deliver network connectivity that could not otherwise exist. A graph of the delivery rate resulting from these variations is shown in Figure 10 . The response to increased traffic seems to match that of earlier experiments (Section B). In these experiments, the agents has buffers of size 20, just like nodes. To demonstrate that the nullspace multi-objective control pravides improvement over less informed behavior, we performed an experiment in which two of the fourteen participants sent messages but neither moved nor passed messages. In addition, we added two conuolled agents, which sent no messages but moved in service of the network and passed messages. In this way. both traffic and capacity of the network remained constant, only the movement of the peers changed. Figure 11 shows the resulung improvements in performance. We performed experiments with all peers running MV routing and with all peers running the fifo-queue algorithm. The results of the experiment shown in Figures 11-13 indicate that the addition of peers whose actions are controlled to enhance the performance of the network increases the delivery rate of the network significantly. Additionally, the choice of routing algorithm only becomes significant to the delivery rate at high loads. However, MV routing with agents has lower message latency compared to fifo-queue. Thus, MV routing is still the better choice, even with agents carrying a fraction of the network's load. As is to be expected, the addition of agents significantly increases the number of duplicate deliveries (especially at low packet rates) but the duplicate percentage decreases rapidly as the load increases, approaching similar levels as unassisted networks.
D. Evaluation of Distributed Network Statistics
The control suateeies are dependent upon a high quality estimate of the state of the network, In a DTN the quality of the estimate is affected greatly by the disruptive nature of the network since peers find it hard to exchange information. To better understand this, we monitor the percentage error of each of the network statistics over time. Additionally we measure the accuracy of the estimate of where each agent is going. The graphs of these results are shown in Figure 14 . The results shown are the average error over time during a run with moderate traffic (0.3 messages per second).
It can be seen that both bandwidth and latency error stabilize with low error as the experiment proceeds. Latency error is Duplicates received at destinations versus offered IoadJnomalized initially quite high due to pessimistic assumptions when no other information is available. The effect of this pessimistic assumption is also seen in the surge in error in last visited accuracy. The agent location error is relatively stable, although the difficulty in predicting agent location means that the resulting error is generally greater.
VI.. CONCLUSIONS
Disruption-tolerant networks require routing algorithms that are different from those designed for ad hoc networks. The capacity of a DTN is provided solely by the motion of its participants. For a routing algorithm to ensure performance under such conditions, it has to explicitly account for this motion in its strategy of forwarding messages. In this paper, we introduce a classification of routing algorithms for DTNs based on this observation. We differentiate routing protocols based on the degree to which they exploit structure in the movement partems of network participants to improve performance metrics. AIong a different dimension, we differentiate them based on the degree to which participants adapt their motions to network demand.
The exploitation of structure in the network participants' movement patters improves performance in DTNs. We introduce the routing protocol MV. which maintains a movement model of the network participants and uses this information to perform routing of messages on the network. It estimates the probability of a particular message being delivered by a given peer, and thus is capable of making informed routing decisions. We present experimental evidence that lrouting messages in DTNs using M V results in large performance improvements over other techniques in achieving delivery rates significantly closer to the true optimal rate. These improvements continue even as traffic on the network increases by an order of magnitude.
The adaptation of neiwork participants' motion to network demand permits additional performance improvements for DTNs. For this purpose, we propose the introduction of autonomous agents into the DTN. By adapting their motion, these agents ate able to compensate for a mismatch between available capacity and demand. We propose multi-objective control algonthms from robotics to control the motion of autonomous agents in order to optimize network performance metrics. These afgorithms permit for a simple prioritization among network meuics by network administsators. Experimental results demonstrate that multi-objective control methods are successful at improving network performance by adapting the movements of autonomous agents introduced into a DTN.
network participants to route messages as well as to change the movement patterns of participants in accordance with network demands.
